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Three untried warriors sit with unnatural stillness, in total darkness, waiting. Suddenly the door to the lab slams open. Outlined against the light is Mulk, leader of the resistance. He has a dozen wounds, but his eyes burn with strength and unfailing purpose. Mulk staggers to a nearby control panel and begins throwing switches and pushing buttons. The lab hums with electrical noise as the lights come up. Though Mulk falls to his knees, weak from his wounds, he reaches up one last time and slams his fist down on a glowing pad. Behind him, three beings, who appear to be human, slowly rise to their feet. They study themselves and each other, then examine the room. Mulk turns to put his back against the console and says in a painful whisper, “You three are our last hope. Banglar has destroyed nearly all of my forces. I have programmed you to seek him out and end his tyranny. You must penetrate the defenses and battle his troops. Ah! If only I had been given the time to test you! But go--go quickly before it’s too late to save any of us.”
Before you can begin your mission, you must insert the Game Pak into the SNES deck. Once this is done, turn on the power. You will then be briefed on the status of the revolution and your assigned task. Press Start to exit briefing.

Use the Control Pad or press Select to move the cursor to the difficulty level you want. Then push the Start Button.

The three androids are Ninja, Kunoichi, and Kamaitachi. Place the cursor on a character and push B, Y or Start.

CONTINUE: When a game is over, use the Control Pad to move the cursor to choose Yes or No. Then press Select.
**CONTROLLER**

**Control Pad**
To move your android, make certain attacks, or move the cursor, use the Control Pad.

**Y Button**
Push Y to attack, to Guard, and to select a character. Press Y and up on the Control Pad for a special attack.

**X Button**
The X Button will annihilate all enemies on the screen with the Blaster Attack. Wait until the Blaster Meter is full, then press X.

**Select**
Use the Select Button to move the cursor on the Game Level Screen and the Android Select Screen.

**Start**
To pause, press the Start Button. You can also use Start on the Android Select Screen.

**B Button**
Press B to jump, or use B on the Android Select Screen to choose a character once you have positioned the cursor.

Left and Right Buttons are not used.

The A Button is not used.
GAME SCREEN

YOUR ANDROID
At the beginning of the game, select one of three androids to control in the revolution to free your country.

ENEMIES
Banglar has assembled an army of corrupt humans, powerful androids, and warped mutants.

PLAYER METER
This measures the power pack of your android. When it reaches empty, the game will end.

BLASTER METER
This automatically fills itself. When the meter flashes, use the Blaster Attack, or another kind of special attack.

TIME
You have only a certain amount of time to complete your mission before all hope of victory is lost.

SCORE
You will earn points as you fight enemies. When you Continue a game, your score is reset to zero.
THE ANDROIDS

NINJA

The most powerful of the three androids. Ninja lacks speed and mobility. He fights with Brass Knuckles and Nunchakus, and uses a Jet Pack for extra power.

BRASS KNUCKLE PUNCH

Push Y to Brass Knuckle Punch. Press and hold down on the Control Pad while pushing Y to attack low. After Ninja hits an enemy twice, he next does a Nunchakus Finish or a Side Kick. When Ninja is upright, push Y twice for the Nunchakus Finish. When he is attacking low, push Y twice for the Side Kick.

HEAVY CRUSH

Ninja will leap into the air and land on his foes with a crushing kick when you press down on the Control Pad and then push the B Button.

SPIN ATTACK

To sear enemies with Ninja’s jet rockets, push B. Next, push and hold up or down on the Control Pad for a high or low attack, then push Y.

SHOULDER CHARGE

Press the Control Pad to move Ninja toward the enemy. Once he is moving, push B. Ninja will jet forward to crush the foe with his shoulder.
**DASHING SIDE KICK**  
Push the Control Pad to move Ninja toward the enemy, then push B. Quickly, before he makes contact, push both Y and up on the Control Pad.

**POWER SLAM**  
When Ninja runs into an enemy, he grabs him. Once he has grabbed someone, push the Control Pad in the direction you want to throw, then Y.

**BACK BREAKER**  
To crack an enemy over Ninja's knee, use the Control Pad to make him grab the foe. Next, press down on the Control Pad and then push Y.

**POWER SPIN**  
To spin an enemy and throw him into other nearby foes, have Ninja grab him. Next, push up on the Control Pad and then press Y.

**GUARD AND FLIP**  
Hold Y to Guard, and to Guard low also hold down on the Control Pad. Or, while holding Y, Push B to flip forward, or B and backwards on the Control Pad to flip backwards.

**NINJA BLAST**  
When the Blaster Meter is full, press Y repeatedly and up on the Control Pad together. Ninja will emit a blast of energy from his forearm. The blast all destroys enemies in its path.
The name Kunoichi (kuno-eechi) means "woman ninja." This android fights either with two Kuni Knives or the Ninja Sword she wears on her back. She is extremely fast, blending power with skill.

**KUNI CUT** ............................................. **Y Repeatedly**

Once Kunoichi strikes her enemies four times with her knives, she will finish them off with her sword. Push and hold down on the Control Pad while pressing Y repeatedly to attack low. When Kunoichi is attacking high or low, press Y repeatedly so that she strikes the enemy four times, then she will use her sword.

**KUNI STAB** ............................................. **↓ + B**

Kunoichi will quickly lunge forward and stab her enemy through with her knife when you press down on the Control Pad and then push the B Button.

**JUMPING SLASH** ...................................... **B then Y**

Press B to have Kunoichi leap into the air. Once she is up, press Y to have her slash at nearby enemies with her Ninja Sword.

**JUMPING SIDE KICK** ................................. **← or → + B, then Y**

Press the Control Pad to move Kunoichi toward her enemy and push B to jump. Once she is airborne, press Y and she will kick at the foe.
BACK FLIP KICK  

Press the Control Pad, B, and Y to have Kunoichi do a Jumping Side Kick. Immediately after she kicks, push the Control Pad the other direction.

BODY SLAM  

Kunoichi grabs enemies when she runs into them. Once she has grabbed a foe, push Y. She will throw him down, taking out anyone in the way.

SHOULDER THROW  

Once Kunoichi has grabbed an enemy, push up on the Control Pad, then press Y. She will fling the enemy backwards over her shoulder.

SCORPION STAB  

Use the Control Pad to make Kunoichi run into a foe and grab him. Next, press down on the Control Pad, then Y. She will stab her enemy repeatedly.

GUARD AND FLIP  

Hold Y to Guard, and to Guard low also hold down on the Control Pad. Or, while holding Y, Push B to flip forward, or B and backwards on the Control Pad to flip backwards.

QUICK CUT  

When the Blaster Meter is full, press Y repeatedly and up on the Control Pad at the same time. Kunoichi charges forward, slicing her Ninja Sword through all enemies unfortunate enough to be in her path.
Kamaitachi (kama-itachi) is named after a mythical creature that attacks its enemies with great skill. This lethal android has curving steel blades attached to his arms and is built for speed.

**FOREARM SLASH**

Kamaitachi slashes with his arm blades when you push Y. Once he strikes an enemy four times, he uses the Tornado Finish or the Long Slash Finish. When attacking high, strike the foe four times for the Tornado Finish. When attacking low, hit four times for the Long Slash.

**QUICK KICK**

Move Kamaitachi in close to his foe, and hold down on the Control Pad for low attack. When you push Y, he will quickly jump and kick downward.

**SKIP HEEL KICK**

To have Kamaitachi lunge forward with a rapid side kick, press and hold down on the Control Pad, then push the B Button.

**INTERCEPT ROLL**

Push B, and when Kamaitachi is airborne, press Y. He leaps into the air, then folds into a tuck position and spins down to crash into the enemy.
**DIVING SLASH**  
Press the Control Pad to move Kamaitachi toward his enemy. Once he is moving, push B to jump, then push Y. He will dive forward arms first.

**LOW DOUBLE PUNCH**  
Press and hold down on the Control Pad. While Kamaitachi is crouching, press Y. He will rapidly double punch the enemy.

**SHOOTING SIDE KICK**  
Place Kamaitachi next to an enemy and push and hold the Control Pad toward the enemy. Once Kamaitachi grabs the foe, press Y to Side Kick.

**TORNADO THROW**  
Press forward on the Control Pad to have Kamaitachi grab an enemy. Throw the enemy backward by pressing the opposite direction on the Control Pad and Y at the same time.

**GUARD AND FLIP**  
Hold Y to Guard, and to Guard low also hold down on the Control Pad. Or, while holding Y, Push B to flip forward, or B and backwards on the Control Pad to flip backwards.

**HEAT CLAW**  
When the Blaster Meter is full, press Y repeatedly and up on the Control Pad together. Kamaitachi will fire a heated claw that will slash through all enemies before him.
Because of their superhuman strength, the androids can pick up objects and throw them at enemies. To do this, move your android up to an item, then push Y to pick it up. Push Y again to throw. Except for Energy Pods, all items described below can be thrown several times.

**ENERGY POD**
The three types of Energy Pods will refill the Player Meter by a certain amount.

**MOTORCYCLE**
You can throw this twice to defeat larger groups of enemies.

**CONTAINER**
Throw this box to break it open. Sometimes you can find Energy Pods inside.

**GAS TANK**
The second time you through this tank, it will explode, throwing fire all around.

**MARBLE BENCH**
Squash groups of enemies with this two-ton bench. You can throw it three times.

**COMPUTER**
Throw this user-friendly item at enemies to send them into a terminal reality.

**SEARCHLIGHT**
Put your foes in the spotlight by tossing this old beacon into them at full strength.
TAITO AMERICA CORP. LIMITED WARRANTY

Taito America warrants to the original purchaser of this Taito product that this game pak is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This Taito product is sold “as is” without expressed or implied warranty of any kind, and Taito is not liable for any losses or damages of any kind resulting from the use of this product. Taito agrees for a period of ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, this Taito product. Send product postage paid, along with dated proof of purchase, to the address shown below.

This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect in the Taito product has arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE TAITO. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL TAITO BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THIS TAITO PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions of limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

Taito America Corporation
390 Holbrook Drive, Wheeling, IL 60090
(708) 520-9280

For game tips, please call our Hint Line: 1-900-28-TAITO.
Hints cannot be given over Taito’s office line.